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Solutions of the integro-differential equation of radiation transfer via numerical methods were well
known to suffer from two ‘‘separate’’ shortcomings: (1) numerical smearing error due to spatial domain
discretization, and (2) ray effect error due to angular discretization. In this study, proportionality expres-
sions for various orders of numerical smearing errors are derived, and the inherent dependence of such
errors on both spatial and angular discretization is found. Ray effect is categorized into two components:
local and propagation errors; and they are not independent of spatial discretization. Using DOM solution,
the individual and combined impacts of the above-mentioned numerical errors together with the
recently discovered angular false scattering error are examined for various spatial and angular discreti-
zations and medium optical properties. The dependence of numerical errors on scattering anisotropy is
investigated. It is found that, for low scattering anisotropy, either numerical smearing or ray effect errors
dominate, depending on optical thickness and scattering albedo. For high scattering anisotropy, however,
the ray effect and angular false scattering dominate.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction sists in 1-D problems. Numerical smearing is dependent on both
Numerical methods have become increasingly demanded in the
field of radiation heat transfer [1,2]. Processes requiring complete
and accurate solutions to the equation of radiation transfer (ERT)
include high-temperature combustion and material processing
[3–6], fire and flame radiation [7–9], renewable solar energy [10],
and biomedical therapeutic applications involving the interaction
of biological tissue with light [11–14]. In the presence of radiation
scattering, the ERT is an integro-differential equation, and analytic
solutions are nearly impossible. Thus, to accurately determine
radiation heat transfer contributions, various numerical methods,
such as the discrete-ordinates method (DOM) [15–17] and Finite-
Volume Method (FVM) [18–19] have been developed. Solution of
the ERT using numerical methods involves the discretization of
both the spatial and angular domains, which result in three types
of numerical error: (1) numerical smearing, (2) ray effect, and (3)
angular false scattering.

Numerical smearing is a direct result of spatial discretization
practices [20–22]. Considered a counterpart of artificial numerical
diffusion in computational fluid dynamics, numerical smearing is
significant in multidimensional problems where spatial grid lines
and radiation directions are misaligned [23], although it still per-
spatial grid resolution and chosen spatial differencing scheme.
First-order schemes, such as the step (upwind), are well-known
to be susceptible to large numerical smearing errors [24,25].
Higher-order spatial differencing schemes may be able to reduce
numerical smearing error and increase ERT solution accuracy
[22–27]. A hybrid differencing scheme, developed by Li [28] as a
simple method to treat collimated irradiation, was able to reduce
numerical smearing error in arbitrarily specified discrete direc-
tions. Li and coworkers additionally proposed the double rays
method [29] to reduce numerical smearing error. As numerical
smearing tends to mimic the behavior of scattering by artificially
smoothening the intensity field [24], it is sometimes referred to
as ‘‘false scattering’’ [20–22,25,28].

Ray effect stems from the approximation of the double integral
in total solid angle 4p using a finite number of discrete radiation
directions [30,31]. Lack of appropriate angular resolution can lead
to physically unrealistic bumps and oscillations in the intensity
field [20]. The most common remedy for treatment of ray effect
is to simply increase direction number [31]; however this is com-
putationally expensive [32]. Additional quadrature modification
have been recently developed, including the Modified Discrete
Ordinates Method (MDOM) [33] and the Discrete Ordinates
Scheme with Infinitely Small Weights (DOS + ISW) [34]. Ray effect
exists in any method where angular discretization exists, although
the degree of error magnitude may differ for different solution
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Nomenclature

g phase-function asymmetry factor
I radiative intensity (W/m2 sr)
M total number of discrete directions
r position vector
ŝ unit direction vector
w discrete direction weight

Greek symbols
ra, rs absorption, scattering coefficients (m�1)
l, g, n direction cosines
U scattering phase-function
/, h radiation direction azimuthal angle and polar angle (�)

H scattering angle (�)

Subscripts
b blackbody
i control-volume node
N quadrature index

Superscripts
0 radiation incident direction
l, l0 radiation directions
l0, l from direction l0 into direction l
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methods [35] and different directional quadrature schemes [36].
Ray effect and numerical smearing have been shown to exhibit
compensatory effects [20,21,23,24] in some situations, such that
reduction of one error may increase another error.

It is well known that DOM angular discretization breaks down
scattered energy conservation for radiation involving anisotropic
scattering [37,38]. To correct it, phase-function normalization via
traditional scattered energy averaging is commonly implemented
[38]. Only recently was it discovered that, in addition to scattered
energy, the overall phase-function asymmetry factor also becomes
non-conserved after directional discretization [39–41]. Non-con-
servation of asymmetry factor after angular discretization results
in alteration of medium scattering properties, which certainly
changes ERT solution. Errors of this type are a third type of numer-
ical error, termed as ‘‘angular false scattering’’ [42–43]. In order to
ensure mitigation of angular false scattering in approximate meth-
ods, such as the DOM and FVM, it is critical that scattered energy
and asymmetry factor are simultaneously conserved after direc-
tional discretization. A new phase-function normalization
approach developed by the current authors [40] is able to achieve
such concurrent conservation, leading to accurate conformity of
both DOM [42,43] and FVM [44] ERT solutions with benchmark
Monte Carlo predictions.

Studies on the magnitudes and impacts of numerical smearing
and ray effect errors are widespread throughout the field. How-
ever, with the recent discovery of angular false scattering errors,
a more thorough investigation on the appearance, magnitude,
and combined effects of all three numerical errors is mandated.
In this study, a detailed investigation into these three errors after
DOM discretization is presented. In particular, the so-called com-
pensatory effect between numerical smearing and ray effect is ana-
lyzed and clarified. Comparisons of DOM heat fluxes with
benchmark Monte Carlo predictions are shown, in order to illus-
trate the appearance of each numerical error. The impact of each
error is analyzed for varying medium optical properties. Addition-
ally, the combined effects of all three errors on radiation transfer
predictions are determined for varying medium properties, in
order to gauge the regimes where numerical errors significantly
impact DOM radiation transfer predictions.

2. Discretizations of ERT

In general vector notation, the steady-state ERT of radiation
intensity I can be expressed as follows, for a gray, absorbing-emit-
ting, and scattering medium [1,2]:

ŝ � rIðr; ŝÞ ¼ �ðra þ rsÞIðr; ŝÞ þ raIbðrÞ

þ rs

4p
t4pIðr; ŝ0ÞUðŝ0; ŝÞdX0 ð1Þ
In the above, the spatial gradients of radiation intensity on the left-
hand side are balanced on the right-hand side by three terms: (1)
intensity attenuation due to both absorption and out-scattering,
(2) intensity augmentation due to gray medium emission, and (3)
intensity augmentation due to radiation in-scattering from any
radiation direction ŝ0.

Using the DOM, Eq. (1) can be expanded into a simultaneous set
of partial differential equations in many discrete directions for a
general 3-D enclosure, defined using the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, in the following dimensionless form [2]:

ll @Il

@sx
þ gl @Il

@sy
þ nl @Il

@sz
¼ �Il þ ð1�xÞIb þ

x
4p
XM

l0¼1

wl0Ul0 lIl0 ;

l ¼ 1;2: . . . ;M ð2Þ

where the optical coordinates sj ¼ ra þ rsð Þj for j = x, y, z, and the
single-scattering albedo x = rs/(ra + rs). Using the DOM, the con-
tinuous angular integral of radiation scattering is replaced by a
sum of M total discrete directions, which are individually defined
by both polar angle hl and azimuthal angle /l. The direction cosines
ll = sinhl cos/l, gl = sinhl sin/l, and nl = coshl correspond to the x-, y-,
and z-coordinate directions, respectively. In said summation, wl0 is
the DOM quadrature weighting factor corresponding to radiation
direction ŝl0 , and Ul0 l is the diffuse scattering phase-function value
between two arbitrary radiation directions ŝl0 and ŝl.

To solve Eq. (2), the spatial domain of interest is discretized into
numerous control-volumes (CVs), and the spatial derivatives are
approximated using control-volume (CV) differencing methods.
After definition of both spatial and angular discretization schemes,
as well as medium properties, the ERT can be solved using an iter-
ative CV marching procedure [2].

2.1. Numerical smearing

Numerical smearing error arises due to spatial discretization of
the computational domain [20,21]. Consider the derivative ll @Il

@sx
,

with computational domain discretized using the CV schematic
in Fig. 1, and three representative discretization schemes to
approximate the derivative: the step (upwind) scheme [2], dia-
mond (central) scheme [2], and QUICK scheme [22,23]:
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Fig. 1. Typical 1-D spatial discretization.
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where Dsx = (ra + rs)Dx. Derivative approximation introduces
numerical smearing in the form of truncation error, which can be
readily determined using Taylor Series analysis:
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where the subscript i has been dropped, for simplicity. The highly-
stable step scheme attains first-order O(Dsx) accuracy with respect
to grid size Dsx, while the diamond and QUICK schemes attain sec-
ond-order accuracy OðDs2

x Þ. Many differencing schemes are
unbounded [22,45,46], which can lead to physically unrealistic neg-
ative intensity values or intensity overshoots [2]. Higher-order
bounded differencing schemes have been developed, such as the
3rd-order SMART [47], 2nd-order MINMOD [48], 2nd-order MUSCL
[49], and the universally convergent 2nd/3rd-order CUBISTA [46].

In general, the numerical smearing error inherent in an OðDsn
x Þ

spatial differencing scheme follows the proportionality
relationship:

jEl;n
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From the ERT,
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from which one can derive:
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Substituting Eq. (6b) into Eq. (5), it follows that:
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According to the Beer–Lambert Law, Il ¼ Il
0 exp (�Dsx/ll). Substitut-

ing this relationship into Eq. (7), and using the 1st-order Taylor
Series approximation for e�x, results in the following proportional-
ity relationship for numerical smearing error:
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Similarly,
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Numerical smearing error can be reduced by either refining spatial
grid density, reducing optical thickness, or by using higher-order
spatial schemes. To confine numerical smearing error, the ratio

Dsx
ll

� �
max

should not be greater than 1. This stems from the behavior

of the function |xn(1 � xn)|, which rapidly diverges towards infinity
for x > 1. Additionally, the rate of divergence in this region increases
with increasing n, and thus this condition becomes extremely
important for higher-order spatial schemes.

Although errors due to numerical smearing and ray effect
(angular discretization) have been shown to compensate each
other [23], numerical smearing itself was widely believed to be
‘‘independent’’ of angular discretization [20–22]. However, as seen
in Eq. (8), numerical smearing error depends directly on the ratio of
spatial grid size to discrete direction cosine magnitude. Therefore,
for a constant spatial grid size, refinement of angular grid will actu-
ally increase numerical smearing error, due to reduction in ll. An
angular scheme with a very small value of minimum discrete
direction cosine should be used with caution because it may sub-
stantially increase the smearing error. Moreover, the total numer-
ical smearing error can be expressed using the root-sum-squares
(RSS) method as follows, for 3-D problems:

ENS ¼
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Eq. (9) reinforces the dependence of overall numerical smearing
error on angular discretization. That is, increasing M (i.e., refining
angular direction/reducing ray effect) will increase ENS.
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2.2. Ray effect

Ray effect error, which results from the approximation of the
continuous angular variation of radiation scattering via a finite
number of discrete directions [20,30], is comprised of two compo-
nents: (1) local error and (2) propagation error. The local compo-
nent in a given spatial CV arises from the difference between the
exact scattering integral and the approximate summation for each
discrete direction:

ðREÞl ¼ t4pIðr; ŝ0ÞUðŝ0 ŝÞdX0 �
XM

l0¼1

Ul0 lIl0wl0

" #
ð10aÞ

Additionally, local ray effect error also exists in the determination of
radiative quantities of interest, such as wall heat flux qw, incident
radiation G, and divergence of radiative heat flux (r � q):
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The propagation error of ray effect arises from the propagation
of rays. Consider the 2-D computational domain in Fig. 2a, where a
diffuse emitter is located at the bottom wall and the medium is
purely absorbing. For simplicity, the diffuse radiation is approxi-
mated using two radiation directions (A and A0), represented by
the dashed lines. Tracing rays in these two directions from the
source wall illustrates the expansion of the radiation sphere with
increasing propagation distance, resulting in no direct ray inter-
ception at CVs 1–4. Physically, all CVs should receive radiation
from the diffuse emitter. This prevailing notion was broadly
adopted to explain ray effect. As seen in Fig. 2b, however, the prop-
agating rays are actually incorporated into adjacent CV boundaries,
and the radiation sphere effectively resets with new CVs of inter-
est. Therefore, the arrows in Fig. 2b represent a more appropriate
view of ray propagation during DOM calculation. For example,
ray 1 in CV-1 is affected by ray A, and ray 10 is affected by ray A0.
Ray 3 in CV-3 is additionally impacted by ray A via ray 1, and so
on. As a matter of fact, all CVs in the calculation domain do receive
radiation from the emitter in practical DOM calculations. Due to
the finite number of rays during propagation, errors arise. Increas-
ing ray number M is the most effective way to reduce ray effect.

Ray effect error was widely thought to be independent of spatial
discretization [20,23]. This statement may not be true. Through
refinement of the spatial grid (see Fig. 2c), one can see that ray
propagation error can be effectively reduced without increasing
ray number. Additionally, according to the Beer–Lambert Law, in
a given CV, intensity decays exponentially with Ds. Thus, by refin-
ing the spatial grid, the magnitude of ray attenuation in a given CV
is significantly decreased, which could enhance local errors of ray
effect. Therefore, although ray effect does indeed stem from angu-
lar discretization, it is possible that changes in spatial grid can have
a significant impact, although there appears to be no practical
method to separate these errors from grid-dependent numerical
smearing errors.

Considering the relationship in Eq. (8a), reduction of propaga-
tion ray effect via spatial grid refinement (reduction of Dsx) can
additionally reduce numerical smearing error. However, it should
be emphasized again, increasing discrete direction number M
under constant Dsx will reduce the minimum values of ll, dramat-
ically increasing the corresponding El
x errors. Thus, an important

conclusion is that while reduction of Dsx may not necessitate a cor-
responding change in ll, reduction in ll requires a corresponding
reduction in Dsx so that both ray effect and numerical smearing
errors are minimized. Such disclosure of these relationships with
rigorous analyses is new to the field.

2.3. Angular false scattering

It is known that scattered energy should be conserved after
angular discretization [37,38], i.e.,

E ¼ 1
4p
XM

l¼1

Ul0 lwl ¼ 1; l0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M ð11Þ

This condition becomes greatly violated as scattering becomes
increasingly anisotropic [43], leading to extreme discrepancies in
radiation transfer prediction and, in some cases, ERT solution
divergence.

In addition to conserving scattered energy, the phase-function
asymmetry factor should remain unchanged after angular discret-
ization, in order to maintain scattering properties [39–41], i.e.,

1
4p
XM

l¼1

Ul0 lwl cos Hl0 l ¼ g; l0 ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M ð12Þ

where Hl0 l is the scattering angle between discrete directions ŝl0 and ŝl.
A lack of conservation of asymmetry factor after angular dis-

cretization can dramatically change the scattering properties of
the medium, which can lead to substantial radiation transfer errors
[40–44]. Errors of this type are a third type of numerical error,
termed recently as ‘‘angular false scattering’’ [43]. Numerical
smearing has also been referred to as ‘‘false scattering’’ in the
literature, as errors of this type appear to emulate unrealistic and
nonphysical scattering behavior due to spatial discretization.
Angular false scattering errors, which directly stem from alteration
of medium scattering properties, are the true ‘‘false scattering’’
errors.

To conserve both Eqs. (11) and (12), Hunter and Guo [40,41]
developed a normalization approach in the following manner:

eUl0 l ¼ 1þ Al0 l
� �

Ul0 l ð13Þ

where the normalization matrix parameters Al0 l are determined
such that eUl0 l satisfies Eqs. (11) and (12), and directional symmetryeUl0 l ¼ eUll0
� �

simultaneously. DOM radiation transfer results gener-
ated using this normalization technique have been shown to elim-
inate angular false scattering errors, resulting in accurate
conformity to both FVM and Monte Carlo (MC) predictions [40,44].

3. Results and discussion

As a first article comprehensively investigating the impacts of
all three errors, the forthcoming analysis is divided into two parts.
First, an investigation into the magnitude of each error is presented
for varying medium optical properties. Secondly, a discussion on
the combined effects and relationships of the three errors is pre-
sented. In the forthcoming figures, the abbreviations ‘‘NS’’, ‘‘RE’’,
and ‘‘AFS’’ refer to numerical smearing, ray effect, and angular false
scattering, respectively.

The benchmark test problem analyzed in all forthcoming results
involves steady-state radiation transfer in a cubic enclosure of edge
length L housing an absorbing–scattering medium, with optical
thickness s ¼ ðra þ rsÞL and scattering albedo x. The medium is
assumed to scatter light anisotropically assuming the HG phase-
function approximation, and thus the medium asymmetry factor
is taken as g. Spatial coordinates are non-dimensionalized by the



Fig. 2. Illustration of propagation ray effect and possible deduction of propagation error via refinement of spatial grid.
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enclosure edge length, i.e.,: x⁄ = x/L, y⁄ = y/L, and z⁄ = z/L. The med-
ium and enclosure walls are taken to be cold and black, except for
the wall at z⁄ = 0, which is taken as a diffuse emitter with unity
emissive power. The workstation used for all simulations is a Dell
Optiplex 780, with an Intel Core 2 processor and 4.0 GB of RAM.
DOM results were generated using the FORTRAN computing
language.

Unless otherwise stated, the angular domain is discretized
using the Spherical Rings Arithmetic Progression (SRAPN) quadra-
ture [50], with the total number of directions M = 4N(N + 3). This
quadrature is geometrically based, with DOM weighting factors
wl directly corresponding to discrete solid angles DXl. Further-
more, this quadrature is an ‘‘equal-weight’’ quadrature, where
every direction has an identical DXl = 4p/M. Additionally, unless
otherwise stated, the positive differencing scheme, which guaran-
tees positive intensities and can attain up to 2nd-order accuracy
[45], is implemented to relate nodal and facial intensities.

3.1. Numerical smearing

An illustration of numerical smearing errors is presented in
Fig. 3, where dimensionless heat fluxes generated at the centerline
y� ¼ 0:5; z� ¼ 1:0ð Þ of the wall opposite the source radiation wall in
the benchmark problem are plotted for various spatial grid resolu-
tions and optical properties. M = 160 discrete directions are used
for all results, as a direction-independency test (not shown here,
for brevity) showed that such direction number limits ray effect
error for all grid spacings. DOM heat fluxes generated with equal
spatial grids (Nx = Ny = Nz) of grid size Dx�ð¼ Dy� ¼ Dz�Þ ¼ 1

Nx�2 are
compared to benchmark Monte Carlo (MC) predictions [39], which
were generated with over 4 million quanta for each reference CV
using a spatial grid of Dx⁄ = 0.05. From Fig. 3, it is seen that spatial
grid size does have an appreciable impact on heat flux values for
the thicker medium (s = 10.0), in which errors due to numerical
smearing are highly evident for the lower spatial resolutions, with
differences of �25% as compared to MC occurring for Dx⁄ = 0.20
(corresponding to Dsx = sDx⁄ = 2.0). Improvement in spatial grid
resolution to Dx⁄ = 0.04 (Dsx = 0.4) improves conformity to MC
predictions. For s = 1.0, only minimal grid-dependence is wit-
nessed because Dsx� 1for most grids used.

Fig. 4 plots numerical smearing error in DOM (with M = 160)
heat flux at the center of the far wall, i.e., Q(x⁄ = 0.5, y⁄ = 0.5,
z⁄ = 1.0) vs. Ds for various optical thicknesses. To solely gauge
errors due to spatial discretization, isotropic scattering is consid-



Fig. 3. Illustration of numerical smearing due to spatial discretization (MC solution
from [39]).

Fig. 4. Effect of dimensionless grid size Ds on numerical smearing for various
optical thicknesses.

Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of numerical smearing errors due to spatial discretization
scheme; (b) percentage error in Q(0.5,0.5,1.0) due to numerical smearing for
various spatial differencing schemes.
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ered, which guarantees that angular false scattering does not exist.
The benchmark heat fluxes for comparison are generated using
Dsx = 0.01, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.20 for s = 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0,
respectively. As expected, the results in Fig. 4 show that numerical
smearing error decreases with spatial grid refinement, and for all
optical thicknesses, the error curves collapse to a single curve, indi-
cating that numerical smearing errors depend directly on Ds, as
deduced from the previous analysis of Eq. (8).

An illustration of numerical smearing errors resulting from the
choice of spatial differencing scheme is presented in Fig. 5a, in
which heat fluxes generated using the DOM with the STEP, posi-
tive, MINMOD, and SMART differencing schemes are compared to
MC predictions [39]. The spatial grid is taken to be Dx⁄ = 0.0667,
and the medium is taken to have optical thickness s = 10.0. All
other parameters are identical to those described for Fig. 3. Heat
flux generated using the 1st-order step scheme overpredicts refer-
ence MC by between 20% and 35%, indicating that while this
scheme is stable, its accuracy suffers greatly. The positive scheme
conforms to within 3–10% of MC, while the bounded 2nd-order
MINMOD and 3rd-order SMART conform within 2%. While the
SMART scheme slightly improves solution accuracy, the require-
ment of a relaxation factor to obtain accurate convergence dramat-
ically increases computational requirements [22]. A relaxation
factor of 0.7 was required for the 3rd-order SMART scheme to
obtain convergence to a tolerance of 10�6 for the results presented
here, resulting in a doubling of computational time over that
required with the positive scheme.

Fig. 5b plots numerical smearing error vs. spatial grid size for
various spatial differencing schemes. The purely isotropically scat-
tering medium has optical thickness s = 5.0. For this analysis, the
benchmark solution is generated using the 3rd-order SMART dif-
ferencing scheme with Dx⁄ = 0.04 (Dsx = 0.2). Again, for all differ-
encing schemes, numerical smearing error decreases with
increasing grid resolution. For the 1st-order step scheme, numeri-
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cal smearing error decreases linearly with grid size, conforming to
the analysis in Eq. (8). Both the 2nd-order MINMOD and positive
schemes improve error over the 1st-order step scheme at all grid
step sizes. The 3rd-order SMART scheme attains the lowest numer-
ical smearing error. For the higher-order schemes, the decrease in
error with increasing grid resolution is nonlinear, as expected. The
positive scheme appears to provide a sufficient balance between
accuracy and efficiency, as it does not necessitate relaxation to
obtain convergence.

Fig. 6 plots numerical smearing error vs. scattering albedo for
various grid densities in a thick (s = 10.0) medium. All other prop-
erties, including the benchmark with Dx⁄ = 0.04 (Dsx = 0.2), are
identical to Fig. 4. For x = 0, numerical smearing errors are >10%
for all grid resolutions. As albedo increases, an interesting pattern
develops for all grid sizes. Numerical smearing errors initially
decrease with increasing scattering albedo, reaching a minimum
around x = 0.3–0.4, as the small redistribution of radiant energy
due to scattering initially helps to counteract numerical smearing.
As scattering starts to dominate, numerical smearing errors dra-
matically increase, reaching a maximum around x = 0.80. For
x > 0.80, true medium scattering behavior becomes so strong that
it effectively mitigates the ‘‘false’’ scattering behavior of numerical
smearing, resulting in substantial error mitigation as albedo
approaches unity.

3.2. Ray effect

An illustration of ray effect error due to finite angular discreti-
zation is presented in Fig. 7a, where heat fluxes Q(x⁄, y⁄ = 0.5,
z⁄ = 1.0), generated with total direction number M varying between
72 and 160, are plotted and compared to MC predictions [39]. The
spatial grid is taken to be Dx⁄ = 0.04, in order to minimize numer-
ical smearing error and ensure grid independency. For the thin
medium (s = 1.0), the impact of angular resolution is clearly wit-
nessed. For lower angular resolutions, ray effect error manifests
as unrealistic bumps in heat flux profiles. As angular resolution is
increased, ray effect errors are mitigated, and DOM heat fluxes con-
form more accurately to MC. For the thick medium (s = 10.0),
errors due to ray effect are slight, due to the large increase in scat-
tering events in a CV, reducing ray propagation errors. This is con-
sistent with the findings in Refs. [20,30]. Comparing the results
Fig. 6. Percentage error in Q(0.5,0.5,1.0) due to numerical smearing vs. scattering
albedo.

Fig. 7. Illustration of ray effect due to angular discretization: (a) impact of discrete
direction number, (b) impact of quadrature scheme (MC solution from [39]).
from Figs. 3 and 7a, it appears that numerical smearing is domi-
nant for thicker media, while ray effect is distinct for thinner
media.

The level-symmetric SN quadrature scheme [51] is the most
widely implemented quadrature to discretize the angular domain
using the DOM, although numerous DOM quadrature schemes
exist, each with their own advantages. Some additional DOM
quadratures available in literature are the EON even–odd quadra-
ture [52], TN geometric quadrature [53], PN–TN Legendre–Cheby-
shev quadrature [54], and the SRAPN spherical ring
approximation [50]. As multiple options for discretizing the angu-
lar domain exist, investigation of the appearance of ray effect using
different quadrature schemes is presented in Fig. 7b, where heat
fluxes generated using the PN–TN, SRAPN, EON, TN, and SN quadrature
sets with either M = 72 or 80 directions are compared with MC to
gauge their accuracy. The optical thickness of the medium is
s = 1.0. As seen in Fig. 7b, the use of different quadrature schemes
can result in vastly different heat flux profiles. The EON, SRAPN, and
TN quadratures largely overpredict in the central region, although
the overall shape tendency conforms to expectations. While the
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PN–TN and SN predict closer to MC in the central region, ray effect
results in unnatural bumps in the heat flux profiles. All five quadr-
atures suffer from ray effect error in some manner, which indicates
that ray effect is difficult to be diminished by using a different
quadrature scheme with similar direction number.

Fig. 8a and b plot percentage error in heat flux at the center of
the far wall due to ray effect vs. discrete solid angle DXl (where
DXl = 4p/M) for various medium optical properties. In Fig. 8a, the
scattering albedo is held constant (x = 1.0) while optical thickness
is varied. Conversely, in Fig. 8b, the optical thickness is held con-
stant (s = 1.0) while scattering albedo is varied. For both figures,
the spatial grid is taken to be Dx⁄ = 0.04 to minimize numerical
smearing, and scattering is taken to be isotropic to eliminate angu-
lar false scattering. In both figures, for constant optical properties,
refining angular grid resolution reduces ray effect error. As seen in
Fig. 8a, ray effect error decreases with increasing optical thickness
for all examined spatial grids, due to an increase in total scattering
events and ray attenuation. As witnessed in Fig. 8b, ray effect error
increases with decreasing scattering albedo, due to reduction in
Fig. 8. Percentage error in Q(0.5,0.5,1.0) due to ray effect vs. directional solid angle
for (a) various optical thicknesses and (b) various scattering albedos.
total extinction due to scattering. Both trends are consistent
with the findings of Lathrop [30,31] and Chai et al. [22]. Error
due to ray effect as witnessed in both figures is less than 2% for
DXl

6 0.0785 (M P 160) for all optical properties, indicating that
further refinement of angular resolution is unnecessary to generate
accurate results for the cases studied.
3.3. Angular false scattering

Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate angular false scattering errors after
angular discretization. Heat fluxes generated both with and with-
out (after application of Hunter and Guo’s 2012 normalization
[43]) angular false scattering error are compared to benchmark
MC results for varying discrete direction number in Fig. 9. The
medium is purely scattering, with optical thickness s = 10.0 and
HG asymmetry factor g = 0.8000. When angular false scattering
error is present, DOM heat flux profiles overpredict MC for all
direction numbers, due to non-conservation of g after angular dis-
cretization. Increasing discrete direction number allows for more
accurate retention of asymmetry factor after discretization, result-
ing in more accurate conformity with MC. When angular false scat-
tering errors are eliminated using normalization heat fluxes
conform accurately to MC for all direction numbers.

Percentage errors in far wall center heat flux due to angular
false scattering vs. medium anisotropy are plotted in Fig. 10a. All
calculations are based on a spatial grid of Dx⁄ = Dy⁄ = Dz⁄ = 0.077
and M = 72 discrete directions. For all optical thicknesses, angular
false scattering errors are negligible for g 6 0.50, due to the fact
that alterations in both discretized g and total scattering effect
(1 � g) rs are minimal for weakly forward-scattering media [44].
As prescribed asymmetry factor increases towards unity, angular
false scattering errors manifest, due to increased alterations in dis-
cretized g, with the strongest errors occurring for g = 0.90. As scat-
tering becomes extremely anisotropic (g > 0.90), angular false
scattering errors begin to decrease steadily, due to g being mathe-
matically limited to a maximum of unity [43]. For a given asymme-
try factor, angular false scattering error increases with increasing
optical thickness, due to an increase in total scattering events in
the medium.

Fig. 10b plots the percentage error due to angular false scatter-
ing vs. discrete solid angle DXl for various medium scattering
Fig. 9. Illustration of angular false scattering due to angular discretization (MC
solution from [39]).



Fig. 10. Percentage error in Q(0.5,0.5,1.0) due to angular false scattering (a) vs.
asymmetry factor for various optical properties; and (b) vs. directional solid angle
for various scattering albedos.

Fig. 11. Comparison of individual and combined numerical errors vs. asymmetry
factor for a thinner medium (s = 1.0) with (a) x = 0.1 and (b) x = 1.0.
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albedos. The optical thickness of the medium is taken to be
s = 10.0, with all other parameters identical to Fig. 10a. For all scat-
tering albedos, angular false scattering error decreases with
increasing angular grid resolution, although the rate of decrease
strongly depends on scattering percentage. For low scattering
albedo (x = 0.25), angular false scattering ranges between �7%
and 18% over the range of DXl, while for high scattering albedo
(x = 0.90), dependence on angular resolution is much more signif-
icant (�14–55%). An increase in scattering albedo results in higher
angular false scattering error, due to an increase in scattering per-
centage, for x 6 0.90. Interestingly, for pure scattering (x = 1.0),
angular false scattering errors attain a lower magnitude than for
x = 0.90, similar to the behavior witnessed in Fig. 6 for numerical
smearing error.

3.4. Combined effects

With the recent discovery of angular false scattering and the
relationships revealed in Eqs. (8) and (9), additional analysis must
be performed to gauge the combined effects of all three errors.
There are seven possible combinations for the three numerical
errors: (1) NS + RE + AFS, (2) RE + AFS, (3) RE + NS, (4) AFS + NS,
(5) NS only, (6) RE only, and (7) AFS only. For all forthcoming
results, the benchmark problem is taken to be that where all three
errors are minimized. To do this, a spatial grid density of
Dx⁄ = 0.04, angular direction of M = 288 generated with the PN–TN

quadrature, and normalization using Hunter and Guo’s 2012 tech-
nique are applied. Combination (1), in which all three errors are
prevalent, is generated using a spatial grid of Dx⁄ = Dy⁄ =
Dz⁄ = 0.1111, M = 48 discrete directions, and scattered energy aver-
aging normalization [38], which conserves scattered energy but
does not guarantee g conservation. Using these as the two extreme
cases, discretization quantities for the remaining six cases can be
easily obtained.

Fig. 11a plots the maximum percentage error in DOM heat flux
Q(x⁄, y⁄ = 0.5, z⁄ = 1.0) with respect to the minimized benchmark
case for all other error combinations vs. HG asymmetry factor in



Fig. 12. Comparison of individual and combined numerical errors vs. asymmetry
factor for thicker media (a) s = 10.0 and x = 0.1; (b) s = 10.0 and x = 1.0; and (c)
s = 25.0 and with x = 1.0.
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a thin (s = 1.0), weakly-scattering (x = 0.1) medium. For these
optical properties, errors are largely invariant with medium anisot-
ropy, due to both lack of scattering events and low scattering per-
centage. Ray effect errors dominate for this case (�30%), while
numerical smearing errors are less pronounced (�6%), correspond-
ing to the trends witnessed previously for both optical thickness
and scattering albedo. However, the combined total of ray effect
and numerical smearing error (RE + NS) is less than that of ray
effect alone (�16%), indicating that the presence of numerical
smearing tends to compensate for ray effect. Angular false scatter-
ing errors are mostly negligible, with only minimal error witnessed
for g P 0.8000 where errors in discretized g become significant.

Fig. 11b examines the impact of numerical errors in a thin
(s = 1.0), purely scattering (x = 1.0) medium. As in Fig. 11a, the
combined effects of numerical smearing and ray effect are evident,
with the combined error again lying between each of the individ-
ual errors. Numerical smearing error remains fairly invariant over
the entire range of medium anisotropy. However, ray effect error
exhibits a stronger dependence on g than witnessed for low scat-
tering albedo, with substantial error increase witnessed for
g P 0.6000. Additionally, the impact of angular false scattering
errors is much more significant for x = 1.0 than witnessed for
x = 0.1, due to the increase in scattering events. On its own, angu-
lar false scattering error is minimal for g 6 0.8000. However, for
g P 0.6000, the combined error RE + AFS increases dramatically
over sole RE error, and is significantly larger in magnitude than
the sum of the individual errors. This results from the fact that both
ray effect and angular false scattering depend directly on angular
discretization. Minimization of ray effect via increasing direction
number will also reduce the discrepancy between discretized and
prescribed asymmetry factor [44], thereby simultaneously reduc-
ing angular false scattering error. Thus, these two errors are cou-
pled, and the combined error RE + AFS can be thought of as the
total error due to angular discretization. Certainly AFS can be elim-
inated via proper normalization, while RE always exists and can
only be minimized.

Fig. 12a examines the combined effects of numerical errors in a
thick (s = 10.0), weakly scattering (x = 0.1) medium. Both ray
effect and numerical smearing are similarly significant for all g,
due to the larger optical thickness and the low percentage of scat-
tering. The combined error (RE + NS), however, is generally less
than each of the individual errors. Similar to Fig. 11b, angular false
scattering error is generally minimal for g 6 0.8000, although the
combination of angular false scattering and ray effect due to poor
angular resolution results in large increases in total error as com-
pared to the benchmark. Comparing RE error to the combined
RE + AFS error, it is seen that ray effect makes up the majority of
the total angular discretization error for all g for this combination
of optical properties.

Fig. 12b presents the impact of numerical errors in a thick
(s = 10.0), purely scattering (x = 1.0) medium. For g 6 0.6000,
numerical smearing error dominates, while ray effect and angular
false scattering are negligible on their own. Unlike the results seen
in the previous figures, numerical smearing has a strong depen-
dence on medium anisotropy, with errors decreasing significantly
with increasing phase-function asymmetry factor. This trend can
be explained by examining the medium reduced optical thickness
s⁄ = (1 �xg)s. For the purely scattering medium (x = 1.0), s⁄

depends greatly on asymmetry factor, ranging from s⁄ = 10.0 for
isotropic scattering to s⁄ = 0.70 for strong-forward scattering
(g = 0.9300). The large reduction of the reduced optical thickness
of each spatial control-volume with increasing anisotropy directly
results in substantial decrease in numerical smearing error. For the
weakly-scattering medium in Fig. 12a (x = 0.1), the reduced opti-
cal thickness is not strongly dependent on medium anisotropy,
leading to the relative invariance of numerical smearing with g.
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For g > 0.6000, the combined RE + AFS error dominates, with the
low angular discretization of M = 48 resulting in errors of up to
�90%. However, ray effect by itself is minimal (<10%) over the
range of g, as expected from the results presented in Fig. 8a. Thus,
in this case, the majority of the total angular discretization error
(RE + AFS) for strong-forward scattering actually results from
angular false scattering. T g his differs from the results observed
in Fig. 12a, where the majority of the total angular discretization
error could be attributed to ray effect. For g P 0.9000, numerical
smearing slightly compensates for angular discretization error.

Fig. 12c investigates the numerical errors in a very thick
(s = 25.0), highly anisotropic (0.70 6 g 6 0.95), purely scattering
(x = 1.0) medium. Optical thicknesses and asymmetry factors of
these magnitudes are common in practical participating media,
including biological tissue. At this optical thickness, numerical
smearing is significant, with errors ranging from 50% at g = 0.70
to 15% at g = 0.95. Angular false scattering errors become signifi-
cant for g > 0.8000, reaching �90% at g = 0.9500. The combined
error RE + AFS attains a maximum of �200% for g = 0.9000, indicat-
ing that angular discretization errors can be extreme for optically
thick media if resolution is poor. Additionally, the total angular dis-
cretization error is almost entirely comprised of angular false scat-
tering, since ray effect is effectively mitigated by the large optical
thickness (less than 2% for all g). The total error RE + NS + AFS is lar-
ger than the total angular discretization error across the range of
medium anisotropy, indicating that numerical smearing acts in a
non-compensatory manner for this optical thickness.

Finally it should be mentioned that the current paper focuses on
media of a uniform refractive index. For graded index media or
media wth index-mismatching interfaces, numerical smearing
errors may rise in angular discretization due to light refraction
[55,56].

4. Conclusions

In this study, both the individual and combined impacts of three
numerical errors, namely numerical smearing, ray effect, and angu-
lar false scattering, on DOM radiation transfer predictions are
investigated and examined for the first time in detail. Proportion-
ality expressions are derived for numerical smearing errors, and
ray effect is further classified into local and propagation compo-
nents. Error magnitudes are presented for varying optical thick-
nesses, scattering albedos, and medium anisotropies. The
following conclusions are made:

(1) The analysis revealed, for the first time, a relationship of
numerical smearing error on the ratio Dsx/ll, indicating
dependence on angular discretization in addition to spatial
discretization. It is critical that Dsx/ll does not exceed unity.
To reduce numerical smearing error, one may refine spatial
discretization or lower the angular discretization order.

(2) Ray effect error is comprised of both local and propagation
error. Both local and propagation errors can be reduced via
increasing M. Ray propagation is not simply a ray tracing
during calculation; it affects radiation intensity at all adja-
cent CVs in the same direction via the spatial interpolation,
and thus ray propagation error can be reduced via spatial
grid refinement, while local ray error can be reduced via
increasing Ds.

(3) Reduction of Dsx can reduce both numerical smearing and
propagation ray effect without a necessary change in M or
ll. However, an increase in M (i.e., decrease in minimum
ll) mandates a necessary decrease in Dsx, in order to mini-
mize both error sources.

(4) Numerical smearing is the dominant error source for thick
media with low medium anisotropy.
(5) Ray effect error decreases with increases in both optical
thickness and scattering albedo, and is the dominant error
source for thinner media with low medium anisotropy
(g 6 0.5000).

(6) Angular false scattering error is not obvious for low medium
anisotropy (g 6 0.5000), as well as for thinner media or
media with low scattering albedo. However, for optically
thick, highly scattering media, angular false scattering error
can be extremely large, due to large deviations in discretized
asymmetry factor after angular discretization.

(7) Numerical smearing and ray effect tend to have compensa-
tory impacts on one another. For low optical thickness, the
total error lies between the individual errors due to ray
effect and numerical smearing for all g. For optically thick,
weakly scattering media, ray effect and numerical smearing
can be individually large, but combine to generate a smaller
overall error.

(8) The total angular discretization error (i.e., RE + AFS) domi-
nates for thick media when g > 0.5000. The combined
RE + AFS error is generally much larger than the sum of the
individual errors. Minimization of ray effect error conse-
quently reduces angular false scattering error, as both errors
are directly coupled to the angular grid resolution. For low
optical thickness, ray effect is the dominant error source of
angular discretization. Angular false scattering is dominant
for optically thick highly-anisotropic scattering media. How-
ever, angular false scattering can be eliminated via Hunter
and Guo’s normalization, while numerical smearing and
ray effect can only be minimized.
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